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Emerging Enterprise
Desktop Backup Solutions:

What You’ve Been
Waiting For

By  To dd  M i t c h e l l

Backing up enterprise desktops and laptops is a common concern
of many IT professionals today.What factors should you consider
when determining which enterprise client backup solutions are
the best fit for your enterprise? This article presents several key
factors to keep in mind.

Ispend a great deal of time working with IT
professionals. When the discussion turns to

the benefits of enterprise client backup solu-
tions, I’m commonly met with a look that
immediately conveys “been there, done that,
and the headaches aren’t worth it.” After
numerous recent conversations, I’m confident
that most people’s impressions of backup
software haven’t evolved with the technology.
Given all that has emerged in just the last year,
you might be doing yourself, and your organ-
ization, a favor by revisiting the issue.

You’re not alone if you aren’t convinced that
your enterprise desktops and laptops require a
comprehensive backup solution. Ninety nine
percent of all corporate desktops and laptops
are not regularly backed up by an automated
software solution.1 When you consider that fact
alongside the observation that “as much as
60% of a company’s intelligence is stored on
remote and mobile PCs,”2 you begin to realize
the magnitude of what is at stake.

For many, the general penchant for avoid-
ing the issue is further complicated by the
technical hurdles of managing increasingly
distributed organizations. The percentage of
enterprise laptop users has increased from
approximately 15% percent to as much as
40% percent and this trend is expected to con-
tinue.3 Providing remote and mobile users
with the full spectrum of IT services is chal-
lenging enough. The additional resources
required to remotely back up those users doesn’t
make the process any easier.

Nevertheless, take a minute to think about
who these remote and mobile users are.
Executives? Salespeople? Service Managers?
Typically, mobile users are the strategic and
revenue drivers for the company. They are the
ones interfacing with your customer base, and
their computers hold the majority of the intel-
lectual capital in your organization. What is
the cost of failing to manage downtime and
data loss among this group?

In a struggling economy, concerns for
revenue generation and cost reduction are
compounded. Any time there is an opportuni-
ty to take control of a variable on the balance
sheet, it’s worth strong consideration. For
some organizations, the implementation of a
fully automated enterprise client backup solu-
tion plays a vital role in safeguarding critical
information that can ultimately drive market
positioning and strategic initiatives. In fact,
Gartner has gone so far as to conclude that,
“Continuous backup, and the ability to restore
anywhere and anytime, is fundamental not
only as a convenience to individual users, but
also to the survival of the business.”4

Assuming conservative estimates for a 2,500-
user organization, “Gartner estimates that sys-
tem losses could account for up to 20 days of
user downtime per year. Routine file losses
could additionally incur as much as 15,000
hours of user downtime per year.”5 Add that to
the fact that eight percent of all PCs fail with-
in the first three years of use6 another six per-
cent are either lost or stolen,7 and you start to

get the picture. A significant amount of your
critical corporate data slips away each year. If
left unchecked, what is the impact on your busi-
ness?

WHAT’S OUT THERE?

As you begin to sift through the available
offerings, you will discover that backup solu-
tions for the enterprise client are largely divided
into two camps: hosted online services and
centralized in-house solutions.

As the name implies, third-party vendors
who use Internet connections to back up and
store your critical information offsite com-
monly host online services. NovaStor’s
NovaNet-WEB and Connected’s Connected
TLM are examples in this category. These
vendors can independently manage and sup-
port backups for your user base, taking a load
off the IT department; however, such services
are typically expensive and commonly clash
with corporate philosophies that mandate cen-
tralized, in-house control of the company
infrastructure. Additionally, the efficiency of
online services depends almost exclusively
on the speed and reliability of your Internet
connection. If you are leaning towards this
strategy, you will want to consider perform-
ance over dial-up connections and the
amount of CPU utilization required by the
backup process.

Opposite hosted services are centralized
backup solutions. These solutions back up
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workstation and server data to a common, cen-
trally administered data store. Some of these
solutions offer end users the ability to aug-
ment predefined schedules by initiating
their own snapshots and restores. Benefits
of these solutions typically include more
flexibility in systemconfiguration and stor-
age options as well as the ability to back up a
variety of devices.

Desktop-only backup products are also
readily available but do not rise to the level of
true “enterprise” solutions. Such applications
typically back up a computer to a local hidden
partition. While these solutions do provide
some safeguards against simple data loss, they
do not protect against hardware failure and
theft. Additionally, they do not leverage the
scale of a centralized process. Centralized
models can dramatically speed backup times
by detecting and avoiding the backup of dupli-
cate files across the entire organization.
However, some enterprise backup vendors are
beginning to incorporate the best features of
these desktop-only solutions into their offer-
ings to maximize the value proposition for
mostly disconnected users.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR

Regardless of the strategy you choose, there
are important factors you should evaluate to
determine a proper “fit” for your organization.
Here are some areas to consider:

1. Transparency. The objective of a backup
strategy is, of course, to back up data. If
the solution you choose is so obtrusive
that users are consistently aborting the
process, the value of any system will be
largely unrealized. To this end, Gartner
suggests that, “Installing a voluntary
backup system for user convenience is
not good enough; users will not make
regular or sufficient backups. They will
lull themselves into a false sense of
security, until the next disaster leaves
them helpless.”8 That said, you might
want to consider a solution that allows
you to restrict users from aborting the
backup process. At the very least, look
for automated scheduling that requires
no user interaction and offers flexibility
in terms of what options you can make
available to end users.

Most importantly, insist that the backup
process require only minimal CPU
utilization— no more than 10 percent to
20 percent. This provides users the

convenience they need to be productive
without compromising the need for
periodic backup. After all, if a backup
can execute without users realizing
an impact, the need to abort the
process vanishes.

2. Usability. In the event that users do need
to restore deleted or lost files, make sure
that the process is as easy and intuitive
as possible. The goal here is to empower
users and minimize their reliance on the
help desk. Some solutions seamlessly
integrate the restore process with the
familiar Windows Explorer interface.
Users can simply expand their archive
folder and navigate the same tree
structure their local drive uses to find
archived files. Simply right clicking any
protected file or folder and choosing
“Restore” will copy data from the
archive back to its original location on
the production drive. An easy-to-use
process provides users with the
confidence to manage their own
recovery needs while avoiding costly
support calls.

3. Speed. While speed-related issues
might also be considered under the
“transparency” heading, they are
clearly a major concern for any backup
solution. Many solutions on the market
today use redundant file elimination and
redundant block elimination technologies.
Redundant file elimination ensures that
any given file across the entire enterprise
is backed up only once. With every
subsequent encounter of the same file, a
simple pointer is stored to reference the
original instance of the archived file.
The resulting economy in terms of
reduced bandwidth, processor cycles
and storage needs can generate
significant gains in terms of both
savings and performance.

Redundant block elimination func-
tions similarly albeit at the block level.
For example, if a user modifies a
Microsoft PowerPoint presentation after
an initial backup, only the blocks
representing new data are copied across
the wire. The resulting backup speeds
are dramatically compounded, as data
is never copied across the wire more
than once.

Additional speed considerations
include the type of compression and
encryption algorithms used and the
incorporation of other supplemental

technologies such as checkpoint
recovery. Checkpoint recovery allows
the backup process to start where it left
off in the event a connection is dropped
before the backup is completed.

4. One-step recovery. Be sure to evaluate
not only the restoring of individual files
and folders, but also the ease in performing
a complete bare metal recovery. A few
solutions offer the creation of a bootable
CD that will completely rebuild the
entire system in a single automatic step.
One-step recovery eliminates the need to
manually reload the operating system,
reconfigure system parameters, reload
device drivers, etc. In most recovery
situations, time is critical, so the option
to avoid manual processes and possible
human error is highly desirable. Stay
away from solutions that can require
three or more manual steps to bring a
system back online.

5. Secure data store. Whether onsite or
offsite, a backup program has the potential
to introduce certain security vulnerabilities.
You will want to determine how easy it
is for unauthorized personnel to view
sensitive data. For example, can backup
administrators view confidential
employee records archived by the
human resource director? Ensure that
sufficient encryption techniques are used
both in the transport and in storage of
archived data.

6. Centralized administration. Make sure
that the backup agents for individual
computers can be managed remotely
from a central console. You do not want
to have to visit each individual agent to
manually set (or change) its backup
schedule. Look for policy-based
administration that provides flexibility
in grouping and managing subsets of
computers.

7. Push agent installation. The implementation
cost of any system is a significant factor
in generating a worthy ROI. The ability
to push out needed backup agents can
significantly reduce installation time and
costs, especially for hard-to-reach
remote and mobile users.

8. Lastly, consider the backup solution’s
integration points with other products
that your company is evaluating. Much
of the recent advancement in backup
technology is concentrated in this area.
For example, some companies are
beginning to integrate backup processes
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with software delivery features. Before rolling out a system
update, a simple checkbox can direct the target system to take a
snapshot. If the software install generates a failure, the backup is
automatically used to rollback to the prior configuration.

Other integration points include pulling a computer personality
(custom user settings and data) from the backup archive instead
of from the desktop when migrating a computer to a new operating
system. Backup vendors are getting very creative in how they
leverage additional value into their backup offerings. Tight
integration with other products and processes you use might be
the key determining factors in your cost justification.

CONCLUSION

Take the time to research the new offering of backup solutions on
the market for the enterprise client. Gartner suggests that, “Enterprises
can realize substantial support savings and productivity gains by
selecting appropriate remote backup and restore tools for their
nomadic users.”9 The decision to protect enterprise data is typically
strategic in nature. That being the case, projects to determine the real
value of such initiatives are commonly driven from the top down to the
bottom levels. You are more likely to get dollars allocated for these
solutions by acquainting your CIO with the risks your organization
faces without such safeguards.

Enterprise backup is coming of age in a market where regulations for
disaster recovery have been the traditional driver. The emerging inte-
gration strategies between backup and other critical IT services coupled
with dramatic gains in performance are making new offerings more
attractive all the time.  
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